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Blockchain games

AAA Metaverse Gamefi



Blockchain-based games are becoming the 
bigger part of the player world
The entire game industry will scale at $203 billion.

The GameFi has grown by about 2,000% over the past year

The industry is developing rapidly

Blockchain games in 2021 have raised about $2.5 billion
 in venture capital
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It's like making you live in the game

Game is life

In emerging markets such as Indonesia, some people 
even make a living by playing these games.

players can earn a few hundred dollars a week
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All of these blockchain games are the community,

P lay to Earn C ommunity

Players can earn cryptocurrencies there 
and convert them into legal tender
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The blockchain gaming world will merge 
with the metacosmos and form its own economy.

AAA Metaverse 
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AAA METAVERSE AND 
MONSTERVERSE

Character 

Little Chaos Monster world OASIS oasis



AAA METAVERSE Gamefi

Web3.0 Technology for Game Company.The 
main goal is to develop blockchain games 
that will allow players to truly have 
game assets.

Mission

Users do not need to log in separately 
for each site they visit, but will use a 
centralized identity (their encrypted 
wallet) carrying their information.

DID

Users will have more control over the 
sites they visit because they can earn or 
buy AAA Metaverse Token, and these AMT 
allow them to vote or unlock features on 
decisions.

Token
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Social and DAO Governance

The DAO will bring democracy 
back to the network



The AAA METAVERSE was governed with the DAO
Web3 will create new economies, new product 

c a t e g o r i e s ,  a n d  n e w  o n l i n e  s e r v i c e s

DAO (decentralized autonomy) 
operates like leaderless 

businesses

New democracy

50%

The DAO organization raises and 
spends funds, but all decisions 
are voted on by members and 

enforced through coding rules.

The DAO was organized and performed

75%

ConstitutionDAO has recently raised $47 
million in an attempt to purchase a rare 
copy of the US Constitution.StepN builds 
the running social DAO community sports to 

Earn

case

100%



what is the DAO?
The DAO is a safe and effective way to work 

with like-minded people around the world

1990

2000

2017

2022

Web1.0 Web2.0 Web2.5 Web3.0

With DAO, you don't have to trust anyone 
else in your organization, just trust the 
DAO code, which is 100% transparent and 
anyone can verify.

Why do we need a DAO?

Smart contracts are at the heart of the DAO.The 
contract defines the rules of the organization 
and manages the organizational funds.DAO does 
not need a centralized management.Instead, the 
organization makes a decision, and payment is 
automatically approved after the vote.

How does the DAO work?

Membership on the token
Share-based membership

DAO membership



Ethereum and DAO

Ethereum provides a good foundation for the DAO 

Digital Dollar Value

Ethereum itself has built enough 
consensus to trust the Ethereum network.

Robotization

Smart contracts can send / 
receive funds.Without that, you 
need trusted middlemen to manage 

organizational funds.

Safe

Smart contracts that become 
effective cannot change, even by 
their owners.This allows the DAO 
to run by programming rules.

DAO to Winwin

The DAO community is more 
cooperative than competition, 
creating a proliferation of 
applications and services
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Decentralized finance

WEB3 Finance Open to AAA Metaverse members



What is the Defi?
A detrust and transparent protocol that uses 

decentralized networks to transform old financial 

products to operate without intermediaries

Some people cannot set up a bank account 
or use financial services.
Failure to access the financial services 
can prevent people from finding jobs.

Solve the pain points and injustice

One implicit charge for financial 
services is personal data.
The Government and central agencies can 
close the markets at will.

Protect your personal data

Trading hours are usually limited to business hours 
in a specific time zone.Money transfers can take 
several days due to internal manual processes.
There is a premium for financial services because 
intermediaries need to share it.

Defi improves financial efficiency



AAA METAVERSE DEFI
You hold your money for the AMT

Anyone can check it out
AMT Product Data

And check the system health

transparent

Based on the capital pool, the lender refers 
to the borrower

The capital pool that can be 
borrowed provides funds

Liquidity

Trading hours are 24 hours uninterrupted

sustainability

Funding transfers
 were completed within minutes

shortcutYou can control how your money flows and works

freedom
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The NFT trading platform

The asset digital and token 
certification



Iconic year of NFT in 2021
The Boring Ape Yacht Club (BAYC) is the biggest 

success of NFT projects to the mainstream.

The NFT is the tokens that we use to 
represent the ownership of unique items.

NFT allows us to put such as art, 
collectibles,

Even real estate 
and other items tokization.

\

What is the NFT?

NFT is unique in the digital world without two identical NFT

AAA METAVERSE Asset Internet

Content creators can sell their work anywhere 
and can enter the global market.

Creators rely on the infrastructure 
and distribution of the platform used.
These are often subject to terms of use 

and geographical restrictions.
The creator may retain ownership of his work 

and directly demand resale royalties.

Copyright



How does the NFT work?
The NFT supports the allocation or declaration of ownership of any unique digital 

data, which can be traced by using Ethereum's blockchain as a public ledger.

The NFT is cast of a digital object representing a digital or a non-digital asset.

JPG GIF
collector
music

video frequency

Digital art

Car accessories
Tickets for Real 
World Events

Tokenization invoice
Legal document
sign one's name

Object

The AAA METAVERSE's
The game item NFT is used

Efficiency of transfers and proceeds

Enhance the potential 
of the game

This is completely automated and their work 
will be in the

People's hands flow around,
So the creator can earn royalties.

Passive income

The PFP avatar cap is 10,000
Tickets are 5000 tickets

Club membership card with 1,000s

Scarcity



Thank you for listening
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